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Dear readers,

I am pleased to present this bouquet of standout transformative stories that we 
have delivered in collaboration with our clients and partners. 

The potential of technology to infuse growth, recovery, and resilience into 
businesses, and economies at large, has been well acknowledged. The immense 
potential AI and new age technologies like digital twin, metaverse, and 
blockchain has been demonstrated across industries. It is heartening to see 
these engagements shine as standouts in the 2023 ISG Case Study Research. 
This is a strong testament to our commitment and capabilities toward building 
an enduring future for our clients.

Every standout case study in this compendium has a story of unique challenges, 
jointly solved problems, innovation, experimentation, and scale. I am certain 
you will resonate with, and appreciate, the journey traversed in each of these 
engagements.

I am thankful to our clients for giving us this opportunity to be a part of their 
transformation journey, to my colleagues for passionately delivering these 
programs, and to our partners for joining hands with us. I also congratulate ISG 
for offering this unique and fertile forum to identify, validate and recognize 
such programs, which truly reflect where the world is going. 

Mohit Joshi
Chief Executive Officer & Managing Director 
Tech Mahindra



Hi,

We at Tech Mahindra are immensely proud to top the charts in the 2023 ISG Case Study Research with 10 Standouts, the most by a service provider in the list of winners.

We highly appreciate ISG for providing a comprehensive format of participation for providers and clients to showcase successful collaboration in delivering high impact engagements of innovation, transformation,
and scale. The case example submissions were validated independently by ISG with clients, and thoroughly evaluated against various parameters by the ISG jury.

We are very happy to share with you the winning case examples from this year along with the standouts from the 2022 edition of the awards (the highest number of standouts by a service provider then, as well). We
thank our clients and partners for their trust in Tech Mahindra and their support in helping us win these awards.

We hope you enjoy reading this compendium. We will be more than happy to provide further details, if required.

- Tech Mahindra

“In a significant majority of the client partnerships 

that we analysed in 2023, the standout aspects of 

success did not come from a single project or 

program. Rather, the case studies this year was 

based on scope of work that was often 

embedded in ongoing or broader engagement or 

combined multiple related projects executed in a 

partnership. Further, a focus on operational 

transformation and related efficiency 

improvements were the most dominant objective 

for these partnerships.” said Paul Reynolds, ISG 

Partner and Chief Research Officer. “Over the last 

few years, Tech Mahindra has been active 

participant in ISG Case Study Research, and their 

standout case studies are representative of the 

value they bring to their client.”

Paul Reynolds
Partner and
Chief Research Officer, ISG

"As organizations embrace a new order of 

complexities, realizing the potential of 

Technology is becoming increasingly 

important to stay Relevant and Resilient. 

New age technologies like Gen-AI, machine 

learning, metaverse, or quantum computing 

have begun to show their potential as 

disruptive solutions to long standing 

problems. At the same time, leveraging the 

existing capabilities and technologies and 

doing more with less is of equal importance.  

We are happy to see that our consulting-led, 

innovation-based, collaborative ways of 

working have helped clients succeed in both 

areas. It is great to see our standouts in the 

2023 ISG Case Study Research reflect these.”

Kunal Purohit
Chief Digital Services Officer 
Tech Mahindra



Unifying and improving disparate systems overhauled a 
telecom’s efficiency after a brand change

Augmented reality solution improves service times and 
efficiency for an automobile major

Adopting a new platform revolutionized a gambling 
and liquor licensing agency

A unified airport services solution improved reliability, and 
customer experiences

Facing competition from fintechs, a bank transformed a 
key part of the customer experience

Energy monitoring solution significantly improved efficiency 
of Ethiopia’s grid

Managed payments solution boosts user experience 
and annual revenue

Use process mining as basis to modernize ERP, transforming 
supply chain operations

Marketing demonstrations powered by high-tech solutions 
increased sales and revenues

Business agility and scale powered by enterprise resource 
planning transformation























Streamlining network visibility, resilience, and security 
through a Network-as-a-service model

Delivering geospatial intelligence using remote sensing 
and advanced analytics

Exploring the potential of the metaverse to cross-and 
up-sell banking products

Collaboration to support a large-scale fiber rollout speeds up 
the time taken to a third

Transforming contact center operations with tangible 
business outcomes

State-of-the-art marketing automation and analytics to 
grow digital sales and market share

Advanced marketing solution translated fan 
engagement into ticket sales

Intelligent network operations center improves network 
availability and reduces operating expenses

Automation CoE with outcome-based pricing improves NPS, 
employee satisfaction, and telesales
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